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The Changing College Curriculum -
issues and Implications*

G. LesterAnderson

Clear and consistent trends concerning the curriculum of American

Colleges and Universities are at this time hard to discern. Mayhew

declares that " . . . no clear resolut-ion of basic issueS-has yet been

accomplished." He goesiom to observe that '!further resolution is not

likely for issues seem rooted in man's condition, in, the change and

flux of life, and- in society. "-1
.----

But to have made these observations is not to deny that issues

exist on which a given institution may be expected to take a position,

or that there is currently within the higher education establishment

much ferment regarding goals and purposes and means to attain them which

include the curriculum. Indeed, ferment at. the present time is con=

siderable. Institutions of any size and of any character should be

aware of this ferment, its potential-for change, and as institutions

should have a stance or posture, albeit a flexible one, about themselves

and their future.

It is not hard to assemble a considerable catalog of contrasting

positions regarding purposes and relevant curriculuMs for colleges.

*This statement was presented at a conference for the Council

for the Advancement of Small Colleges in August, 1969, and will appear

in the Journal of General Education in slightly modified-form within

the next year.

1
Mayhew, -Lewis B. The Colleaiate Curriculums/An Approach to

Analysis SREB Research Monograph Number .11. Southern Regional Education

Board, Atlanta. Undated, pages 10-11.
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There, is the issue of liberal- general humanities centered .institutions

versus the scientific and technological. There is the noh-vocational

versus vocational emphasis. There is an-intellectual emphasis versus

_an-affeCtiire one. Other contrasting positiOns would include: know-

ledge, value -free emphasis as contrasted with a bore-Subjective value-

laden one; a structured learning environment versus an experiential,

exploritative one. This_ last issue can take a variety of forms: courses

versus- experience; forMal courses versus independent study ; program

accounting-versus evaluation by examinations;- quanti -fied, objective

learning versus the subjective, aesthetic, humanistic; set schedules

Versus high ilekibility; inclasslearning versus on -the -job or -field

experience learning. It will, of 'Course, be ,understooi that hone of

theSe Confrontations of point of view or of perspective are cleancuti,

let alone definitiVe. ,Rigorous-contraSts are not to be presumed but

the terminology Aoes point to variety in _points af view about curriculum

and instruction in American CollegeS. All have high_ visibility and

acceptability at this tite.

At a more currently significant, that is popular, level a number

of things are developing which must be.knoWn and understood. Some of

these are restorations of ancient concepts, others are a more dramatic

exploitation of or an extension of practices which have not had emphasis

in the past. These would include the living-learning environmental

arrangements which certainly derive from Oxford and Cambridge, study

abroad, independent study, tutorials, use of summers or intersessions

for concentrated, generally out of class, learning activity, on-the-job
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learning, social service for learning's sake, interdisciplinary seminars

or program's, area studies, culture concentration studies, and the "free

university."

If there is one development which should be sharpening petspectives_

about the curriculum more -than others it is that of student concern and

student aggression. It seems that the message which should be coming

through from students is not recognized as a message and, if recognized,

is theh misread.

The aggrestion of studentsOn a_number of American campuses these

latt Years-has failed of its purpose. The clamor of the aggtessots, the

ttontal attack upon conservative or long established value systems, the

crudity and bad taste often displayed by the aggressors, and theit some=

time violence, have concealed the message- Butthe message is there for

those who would hear it. And it is a message-that curricula must be re-

formed and instruction improved: It is, of course; also a-deeper message,

one of extreme distress for value systems too pervasive in our culture,

of racism, war, poverty, indulgence, of almost callous unconcern for the

condition of other humans. And who would claim that .these deep concerns

do not have profound implications for the college curriculum?

But the important message for this paper is the demand for curricula

redesign which if not always clear, is critical.

What is happening is this: A significant proportion of our student

bodies, significant enough to have disturbed not only the community in-

ternal to the college but to I-aye startled, disturbed and shocked almost

all organized segments of -our social system, are saying that traditional
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higher education, including the curriculum, is now largely irrelevant,

at least irrelevant for goals which should be ours.

These young people are bright. They are well informed for their

years. They come from homes of affluence and of pervaSive middle-clasS

value systeMs as well as from the so-called underprivileged segments

of society. They are often your children and mine. They are saying

that relevant 114_gher-ed---..tion should, produce _a changing value system

for.America and should do so immediately: -Youth are displaying a

sense of urgency and impatience with the traditional slow pace of

curriculum- change. Uutation, they -say, should -not be the hand-maiden

fOr, or in=service to the-Wealth producing community as Such, to the

defense community as such, to the "secure" segments of the population

As'such, They are asking for edudation which interprets and is critical

-Of our philosophical bases for human relationships. Such education

would appear to be existential in- its 'blab philosophical base. It is

basically not pragmatic. It is most often anti-puritan. It is often

Anti=naturaliStic. I do not, however, wish to pretend that I sufficiently

understand _what is being said to know in any definitiVe way what an in=

Stitution should do. I do know that despite the concerns of many adults

that in the name of anti-aggression and anti-violence some students act

with aggression and violence, in spite of ,protests for freedom which

become exercises in license, that the majority of proteSting youth are

protesting from a strongly moral base. Their warnings, their challenges,

their disturbances cannot be ignored.

Having pronounced this homily we should perhaps -return to mundane

considerations. Despite our opening statement that a simpiistid resolution
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of basid issues IS not to be- expected, that a monolithic integrity o

purposes and proceSS for all American Colleges cannot, and in my VieM

should not, be attained, there is- a -Common bASe fram which All .work.

All American Coliege_eut-ticuiuMS are An the -endAnciwiedge based -and

knowledg: in_our culture is--discipline based: Subjects-will not diS,-

appear. We are. all heirs to an AtiStoteliAh ,derived orgaiiiiatiOn

knowledge signified by the -disciplines in Mhich. the Western tradition

:and Culture reside- and through- whiCh Western .ctilture advances. We do

not conceive 'Significant departure' from- d Iduiwledge bASed', discipline

controlled; subject centered curriculum for :America' s Colleges. This

iS- _AS- trUe for 1.6catiOnal, teChnieal, experience ehlOhaSizings ihStitutions-

AS for thoSe -with -&-strofig- literd17-geneal eduatith- OnliphadiS, -conif.

-ServAtiVe- or -cla§Sidal edudational orientation,.

But gAVen-this base, there is gxeAt latitude in which each Institution

can sexpres8- itS _awn integrity, its -own educational style, its own eMpbAsis,

its -own value can-have its -01St. And -the heart of the Matter

is for each college- to knoM- this- and Ito- attain Or assert its own idettity.

The alternatives Available _to -an institution in- charting its doUrse

are several. If An- inStitution miSheS to giVe more than_ lip Service to

liberal or general education objectives- it will of necessity Operate_ =from

a philosophical base. Taylor has identified three philoSophical Systems

which are represented in American institutions. He callS these syStems

rAtionallSm, -heOT-humanism or ecleaticishi and natuialiSm.
2

While none is

2
Harold Taylor. "The Philosophical Foundations of General Education."

Chapter II of General Education. Fifty-First Yearbook, Part I. National

Society for the Study of EdUcation. University of Chicago Press: 1952,

pages 20=45.
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ektant in pure fotfri, rationalism -is represented: in- ifioSt Catholic Colleges.

and at St: johns', ne6-humanism. -has CharaCterii' ed general education _PrOgrams_

ati for example, Harvard and Columbia, and fiaturaliSM is basic at Antioch,

_Sarah Lawrence -and the old- General College at Minnesota.

.

.Sorad itiStittitiona are "seemingly feeder- sc, Bois -to the graduate and

professional schools -of the UniVersity, and their emphaSis is altos t

entirely ,diSciplinary. They -thAy enforce diStrilutinnal requirements to

give- a- semblance plau-SabiiitY to general liheraI educational values,

but majors in the disciplines are the Crux of it all. Each-disciplirie

knows its primary -task is- tdrr"train6 a ,man or woman whit', can Perform_ adequatelY

Within the irahlework*.df a diSC..pline- in a -UniVerSitY -gtaduate _depattmett or

of a prOfeaSional school.. The philosophical -base, if there- be one,_ is

pragmatic Of utilitarian. This is to say that the disciplines are highly-
.

useful,- and_people who understand them -are- useful people either as diSci,

plinarans themselves or in profeSSions which have a disciplinary base.

And colleges, or, Some -colleges at least, exi8t to educate and train such

people.

A
It J interesting -to Consider .Daniei Bell'-s deservedly _ptiie winning

volute, The _Refotmingof General _Education, in -terms such as those we

have just stated. The book reveals a brilliant intellect and a master

-Of a discipline _at work. :But 's book is in the end a restatement of

the value of the individual who has confronted and has attained relative

control of his discipline. Then and then only is One to "go beyond" and

involve himSelf, for exatplei in interdisciplinary study:

3
Daniel Bell. The Reforming of General Education. New York:

Columbia University Press, 1966% Also Anchor edition, 1968.
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I Shouid,state that I find nothing unexceptionable in American
',--

'Calleges_which-acCept a discipline-orientation, Per Se. I have gret

respect for the fcif perSons who are competent in them.. _

But I WUld want such inStitutions to-know what they-ate and- hot pretend.

to-be othetwise. All the connotationS-of a discipline orientation should-

recogniked. .For example, to lateatiad- within a disaipline, e.g. to

have -aChemistfy major -And- Wotk as a-bench-chemist ot to take a- major;

especially a doctorate, in_history and-teach-it is to have been,Voda-_

ttOnallY educated A :AsciPlind Oriented institution_shaUldupt be

than thoUlLregfdihgTprofeSsionaily or technically Oriented in7

StitUtionS.

14any American Colleges bava _highiy-Significant "vocationai-objective

tOles" to _play.in AtetiCan life, Teaching iS the-single most itportant

such
_

-vocational outlet fot-graduateS-of tOst lour-year' collegeSi but r

Colleges-offer,Otogiats in,such vocational areas as businesSi nursing,

,a:hd Sciende reiated-lahnologieS, e.g. computef setvtces, which are most

important to the'Nation. I believe it is ad legititate and as socially

Significant for collegeS to educate teachers or accountants'as to send

its graduates to Ae Harvard Business School, td study law at Yale, or

to the graduate economics-department of major universities. But again,

let each college kmow what if is, and know what it is doing. Let it not

confuse its identity, deny its personality, or pretend to purposes which

it does-not attain. I believe alSo that this is- the essence of the

"academic" honeSty the stu-dentS are detafidihg.
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Institutions- -then must make choices or determine emphases among

liberal -and vocational ends. It must find in some fashion philosophical

roOta or accept a pragmatic solution to the need for a_philoS'ophical

base by accepting, interaIia, a pragmatic philosophy.

,14thinithe liberal-general education context and with a common

philosophical base institutional styles-and attendant development of huMan,

personalities can vary. To liberally educate r man is it to make, him a

thinking-manT a moral man? a-happy man? a-wise man? an adjusted,man?

a -conforming Man? a Learned man? ,a tree-man? a: creative: man? a developing

Man?, Perhaps our objective is a total man who will be reflective, wise

and moral., It IS, in-my opinion, of some signifitance forlaculty-, for

adMinistrators, indeed for-students to think about_such-things. Such

concerns and-their review are -as significant if indeed not more so, for

college EatUlties aS-those whic invelve-nuMbers of Credits to-be granted

fo -ROTC; the.number of courses to he required outside the major, Or the

validity _of a "C"-average requirement for graduation. Indeed, an in

stitution thinking about the former concerns is typically not so much con-

cerned about the latter. Inversely, an institution which seems not con-

cerned about the integrated -Substance of its- curriculum Is too often un-

duly concerned-about form.

What I have tried to say without any particular clarification of

categories of ch6ice, is that while there will be no "national higher

education establishment" resolution of issues which will make all in-

stitutions basically alike, each institution should have a reasonable

perspective on itself and know what it is -. And it should also know what

it can become.

N
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I do believe, however, there are a few statements which may es-

tablish values on which we can take a common stand. That is, while we

may represent diversity of values philosophically and in purpose, we

can unite on other Value systems. Let me enumerate the principal ones.

Higher education should be strongly intellectual in content and

Method. Courses or programs should always -test the intellectual mettle

of students enrolled in them. A tett often applied to determine whether

a program is collegiate and not simply post-secondary is the degree to

Which it makeS intellectual demands on its students. It is true that in-

stitutions differ greatly in their intellectual selectiVity using such

- measurements as the College Hoard SCholastic Aptitude Tests. In addition,

institutions will differ 'greatly, orie from another in their relative

emphasis On an intellectual component as.contrasted with, fot example,

a performance dbmponent in the -attainment of basic purposes. But 40 in --

.

stitution can eritinate a commitment -to the intellectual development

its student body except -as. it ceases to be an institution of higher

of

learning.

To fail to develop the intellectual capacities of students in a

really significant way is to fail to educate. While distinctions between

education and training are often made from snobbery and are also often

invidious, there is a point to the 'Istinction. Any institution Which

only trains to a performance standard and ignores the intellectual base

to performance is not worthy of the collegiate designation.

Higher education should influence value commitments. The value

systems of students should normally have a rather powerful affective base

as well as an intellectual base. The value system developed should, it

1
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would seem reasonable to conclude, pertain to one's nersonal system

of values and to the discipline or profession which is the larger con-
._

ponent of a given student's formal collegiate education. tshat Sanfori

is saying in his book, Where Colleges Fail, is that they fail to es-

tablish within students, a value system. Certainly ale liberally edu-

cated man is a man apart and he is a an apart in that he has commitr^nts

to certain processes of thought ane. behavior. Likewise, we know that

students undergo a process which the sociologists call "socialization"

as they master a discipline or are trained to a profession. Socialization

implies a commitment,on theipart of the professor to go beyond knowledge

and intellect to those aspects of being and doing which comprise the

affective domain. We know that education is not based merely on ezeosure

to knowledge or even on lessons learned and credits collected.- One who

"goes to college" experiences a way of life which is unique in that it

combines the intellectual and the affective to nroduce the truly educated

person. This, must be true for persons who attend liberal arts colleges,

teachers colleges, business colleges, engineering colleges, schools of

fine arts, of medicine, or of law, - for all these -there should be an in-

tellectual system and a values system with a strong affective overlay.

Third, it seems tomeithat education should be conducted with style,

By this, I mean, the curriculum and processes of instruction should net be

bland, tasteless, or served cafeteria style. Education should, for a

given institution possess individuality, character, distinctiveness and

distinction. It should not only inculcate value but should itself be

Nevitt Sanford. Where Colleges. Fail. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1967.
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value laden. ThoSe who dispense it should care and should be perceived

by students as carihg. The ends to be attained and the means used should

be important to the- students involved. Not only should an institution

have an identity and integrity, that it has both should also be clear to

students as-well as Staff. Identity and integrity ate_the essence of

-StYle_and theydommiand a- loyalty not bedause it is due but bedause it is

Unnatural to withhold it. Such Characteristics alWays-mark the.great in7

stithtions, but they can alSo mark the nationally unhonoted and unsung, and

-SO -they :Should.

I haVemO-particular attachment to some of the currently fadish modes

of curriculum organizations and ihstitutional_process. I think.a junior

year -abroad-would be veryniae but is not ioSo facto superior to a year

in the United States. I am relatively indifferent as to whether a student

pursue four subjects carrying four credits each per term or five subjects

carrying three credits. Distinction between semesters, trithesters, quarter

systems and-What-haVe you-Seem to- me to be relatively insignificant. All

thiS I belieVe-except in one regard. IhstitutiOns which are seemingly

innovative or creative (horrid words but I_ will use them) about such

;matters are institutions which often have style. In different tews,

these activities indicate institutions which "care". I earlier cautioned

that institutions which are concerned with form are sometimes not concerned

with substance, particularly when an institution is seemingly following

trends rather than leading them. But departures from the norms in

calendar, schedule, credit arrangements, class processes and so on, often

affect learning. They affect it not because of intrinsic merit or causal
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:relationship but -because they signify a lively institution, a -caring'in-

-stitution and students respond with higher than normal motivation and

expectation in such_ situations.

TO conclude this -section-we May say the following. While avatiety

of curricular issues remain moot, certain values regarding any institutions-

program should be common. At all times the curriculum should have

ieant.intellectUal components and Should assure that students are tested

intellectually. At ail times, values and values with an affective base

Should be being established. Finally, an institution_can_and-shoUld care;

it can-and Should achieve -an institutional style -that belongs to it and

'which- insures II not commands, ComMittent to the institutien.

let us now make -Evfew.suggestion -regarding therole of university

-administrators in attaining these objectives for a "given college. So far

-We haVe been prescriptiye if -not actually hottatery. It is easy to say

that a college should de-this or do that. How ends -can be attained is

Often more difficult to_prescribe than to specify the ends themselVes.

`-But let us see if we _can be helpful in- suggesting_ means to ends.

First,- let me assert that Oresidents, deans, and departmental chair-
.

men, and I should add trustees, do have a significant role. We all remem-

=ber Rutl's famous dictum: "The trustees have lost control of the _faculty

and the faculty.have loSt control of the curriculum." There_are aspects

of validity to this dictum. Bdt it is doubtful that trustees should have

control of the faculty as might seem to be implied. And faculty'have not

altogether lost control of the curriculum even though it sometimes seems

be so. Frequently, what faddlty are doing as the curriculum seems to

proliferate without reason is that they are doing "their thing." But when
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leadership of a truly leading or motivating character is- provided things

become orderly, valid and right. By leadership we do not mean assertion

of authority. No by- leadership do we imply the exercise of managerial

skills. The essence of leadership is the infusion of value.
5

It is

value infusion that is called for from presidents or deans or both.

Sotetites all that is needed is to reassert values once established

but currently ignored. Through_ precept, exatpie;.and judicious use of

approval, adtinisttatetS can signify or reaffitt_what is important and

-these acts -will be enough, The fadulty must_ultimately_give its sanction

to*values=asSerted-and must take any- curriculum= operative if it is to be

Valid-or Viable:_ But faculties- oftentimes, I believe much_ more often than

-not, want to give sanction to worthy valueS and viable programs. If

:managetial tasks preoccupy those presui;ably in-Charge, then educational

Values lade from perteption,and loSe their controlling quality.

If trivial values preoccupy the attention of the nominal leaders, then

-trivial values will prevail. Sotetites means Supplant the ends in the

Value system and we thuS have a. perversion of valueS. Signs replace that

-which they should signify. What does the President attend to day in and

day-out? What does the Dean attend to? Who get appointments most readily:

-those with educational concerns or those with management cohcerns? Where

are resources placed? For example, are fundS available for faculty travel

to- review ptogiams elsewhere as well as fot administrators to review

affairs of state? Are books regarding higher education which faculty

-might read as available to thet as books on management techniques are to

-business administrators?

5
Philip Selznick. Leadership in Administration. Evanston:

Row-Peterson, 1958.
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What is put on the agenda for faculty meetings by presidents or

deans? Do issues of curriculum loom as large as processes for tegiS.,

ration of students? What do trustees expect to have diScusSed at

-their meetings? bo faculty membets or their representatives -ever review

fat meffiberS of boards of trustees matters of programdevelOpment Or

evalUatiOn?

PresidehtS and deang affirm the value systems they deem important

;not so Much-in semiannual addresseS to the faculty (and such addresses

can ,be important)- as in their handling_of daily affairs of c011ege_life,

they -budget- their time, in whot they are Seen_ with, in what they

talk -about as they Lind: with, faculty-. In- all these seemingly- Mundane

activities they are ekettiStng_leadership. Does- their behavior represent

concern for curriculum, for particular institutional putpoSes, for

particular processes of education, for particular faculty and student

welfare, or dOeS their behavior seem to indicate theSe matters are really

irteleVant?

Brubadhet in his Bases _for Policy in Higher Eduaation6 notes that

both Harold- Dodds, once PreSident of Princeton, and Harold. Stokes,

:president of several worthy colleges and universities, in their books

-un the-college and university- presidency assert the essentiality of the

President having formed a "'mature and consistent' philosophy of education."

What these men indicate is that proper exercise of the presidency, and the

same can be said for the deanship, and in different form for the trustee

6
John S. Brubacher. Bases for Policy in Higher Education. New York:

McGraw-Hill. 1965, p. ix.
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requires the forMatiOn of an educationai value system as well as the

cultivation of managerial skills. While it is a partial truth to say

that the curriculum belongs to the faculty; the president, as he carries

in his perSon and in his deeds the value system Of an institution': in

fluences the faculty in what they do-about curriculuM.

But let its make one final point, curriculum renewal or curriculum

reform aS:Well as curriculum maintenance occurs successfully as administra=

tion fOr such is_ roperly organiied by the college. If administrative

-acts do not provide Suffitieni time fOr faculty service in- curriculum

tatters, if TrocedUreS for TrOdudtion of policy statements are nOn=,_

existent or weak, if processes -for implementation of Tolddy decisions

are haphazard Or_donfused, if curriculum policy implementation is unduly

delayed; one-cannot eicpedt the fadulty to-maintain a responsible concern.

"'Responsibility for adequate administration for change as well as. fOr

order is a responsibility Of deans and presidents.

Nowhere have I said.there shouldbe committees either standing or

ad hod. It is interesting to note that -Bell as he worked at Columbia,
-

was considered to be a committee of One! Nowhere have I said there must

be a curriculum coordinator: 'Nowhere have I said there must be an out=

side grant to support review-or reform. What I have tried to say is that

leadership must be exercised and that leadership is essentially a matter

of getting commitment to values. And I have added that prodesses for

orderly implementation of change or reform must be present and adequately

administered. There are no magic formulas, royal roads, or Aladdin lamps,

that I know -of to secure quality or achieve change. Commitment, imagination

and hard work are sighificant. I have found no good substitutes for them
-

as I have seem colleges and universities effectively functioning.



Instructional SyStets in Higher. Education -
Specifications fot Individualization*

Stanley 0. Ikenberry

New pattetnS of governance, new diientel, and new definitions

of both mission. and procedure abound-in analyses Of the variously

defined crises in American higher education. Frequently heard

is the notion that-sOmething muStlie done to improve collegiate

instruction. AS one examines the Sex/era-1 Ptoblehis in this _regard,

none Sedta as aeVere as- -the failure of . higher" edudation instruc

tidnalaysteMS ta adapt to individual learning differences -of

students.1

In any serious discussion-Of improved- instruction in higher

edUdatiOn, one must firSt inquire as to whethet it is reasonable

to expedt that significant changes can be brought abOut. The

question may well be asked -of instructional Systems at any level

of edUdatiOn. A blunt-but nOnethdleSs realistic answer to such

an inquiry may indeed be NO, unless pressures beyond control

force such fundamental changes to come about. The extremely

modest changes in highet education instructional systemS in the

Oft

*This paper was _presented for the Fall meeting of The
Pennsylvania Educational Reseatch ASsOciation, University Park,
October 4, 1969.

1
FOr an interesting hiStorical petspective on the lack of

progress in individualization of instruction see A. A. Sutherland.
"Factots Causing MaladjuStment of Schools to IndividualS," Adapting
the Schools to Individual Differences. 24th Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study Of Education, Patt II. 1925.
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last 100 year suggest powerful attractions of tradition, economic

efficiency, and administratiVe-facu4y convenience are firmly in

Support of the values, assumptions, structure, practices and

policies which support the Conventional systems. The 1970's,

however, may bring to bear the pressures and the Motives- neces-

saty for rather substantial changes in higher education instruc-

tit:dal-systems. -One night see through the cryStal ball, even if

dimly,- -the broad out -lines of at least three such forceS for Change.

Immediately obViouS- is a -- slight decline in public confidence in

higher edudation-, new being felt in certain- institutions in

tightening of the purse strings. A segtent of the American _public

is puzzled over the eagerness of some of those on the dollege-campuS

for social retorts. Still another segment agrees with Harold taylot

that Aterican colleges and universities have students--without teachers,

and that there is indeed a orisia..in the academy.
2

-The result has

been An easing. in the earlier almoSt unlimited, faith in the ability

of colleges and universities -to educate the future leadership of the

country while simultaneously solving a wide range of societal problems.

To this group, the academy appears to take i -ts place as a large part

of the pr'Oblet itself.

A second and related source of pressure for change in

higher education instructional systems will cote about as a

result of student demand. The loss of consumer confidence, as

- -
2
Harold Taylor, Students Without Teachers, The Crisis in

the University (New York: McGraw=Hill Book Company, 1969).
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it were, more openly and articulately displayed than ever before,.

may be expected to contribute to an earlier reexamination of

certain fundamental aspects of collegiate instruction that might

otherwiad have been anticipated. Most student complaints are

currently directed at the syMptoms of the distress such as grades,

credit requiretentS or compulsory class attendance, rather than

at thelbaSic causes of the discomfort. But regardlesS, the

patient knoi4S he- hurts -and is in search Of a remedy.

A-third and as yet not welirdiSauSSed- fOrde for fundaMental

change in college instructional syitenis will follew-froM the

-'presSing demand that higher education begin to serve the needs of

the full-tange of the population rather than to continue concen-

tration-on the intellectually, and usually socioeconomically

Middle and upper middle class.3 As-a first tesponse to the

force, many colleges and universities have redesigned admissions

policies and practices to- recruit increasing numbers of students

heretofore not served in large nuMberS by American higher edu-=

cation. Black studentS, and other students from socially,

economically, or culturally different groups are finding their

way in large numbers onto the campuses-of most American colleges

and universities. The growing enrollment of such students also

will call for new accountability in college and university

3
For an excellent statement on this issue, refer to "Merit

and Equality in Higher Education," by Logan Wilson delivered to
the 52nd annual meeting of the American Council on Edubation;'
October 9, 1969. To be published by the American Council on
Education.
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instructional programs. The same pressures which brought forth

Special recruitment progtams, special programs of financial aid,

new courses and new majors, will not allow such students to be

systematically rejected from higher education as academic failures.

Thus, the need to-strengthen public confidence, the need

to establish greater student confidence, and the demand to provide

educational opportunity to a more -- complete range of the population,

these and Other factoks may well bring- about forces beyond our

ability to-control and-hence-, -the -- need for basic rather than

surface changes- in instructional systeMS in American higher

education.

What does the evidence from educational research and

instructional experimentation dUring the last two decades suggest?

Where do we stand? The preliminary evidence is not encouraging.

A recent report released by the Oregon Center for the Advanced

Study of Educational Administration4 presented a rathei dismal

picture on the progress made by higher education researchers'

during the last decades. The authors report as follows:

Given a population of 7 million adults, or near adults,
attending two and four-year colleges and'universities as
students, what can we say about the relations among 'various
methods for instruction...? We are able to state decisively
that no particular method of college instruction is
measurably to be preferred over another, when evaluated
by student examination performances. We may also conclude
that 'replication of the 91 studies examined in detail
in thit survey would not produce conclusions different
from ours. Any future research oncomparative teaching
methods at .the college level must move in new directions.

4
Robert Dubin and Thomas C. Tavlggia, The Teaching-Learning

Paradox: A Comparative Analysis of College Teaching Methods.
Eugene, Oregon: Center for the Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, 1968.
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If innovation and' experimentation in college and university

instruction is to move in, new directions, what might these be?

To answer the question, it might first be ilelpful to concentrate

on certain characteristics of conventional higher education

instructional systems. The focus win be on some of the appar-

ently negative characteristics of the conventional instructional

syStem when viewed from the standpoint of individualization of

instruction;

Time restricted. One of the first and most obvious char-

acteristics of the'higher education instructional systems is

that they are "time restricted." That is, the system is designed

in such a way that instruction begins at a specffied date, the

opening of the semester, and must conclude some 15 to 18 weeks

later. Classes are scheduled at specified times, usually 3 hours

per week during that period, and it is generally assumed that

the essential operation of be instructional system will take

place within that framework. The time boundaries are seen as

essential to organize groups of learners and instructors. Many

students, of course, are well-accommodated within this time

restricted framework and would succeed regardless of the instruc-

tion model or method. But another sizable proportion of students

may either be bored by the slow pace of the instruction or

bewildered by an inability to keep pace. In a time restricted

system the student who finds it impossible to move along as

rapidly as his classmates may be "failed" and required to
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recycle the system, that is, to repeat the course; or, if this

seems impractical he may be given a D and passed along to the

next course. Should this happen too frequently, the system

must reject the student for "academic reasons." In any case,

the modest ability of the instructional system to adapt to

individual differences in learning rates is inefficient from

an economic and social cost point of view. It is an ineffective,

wasteful approach, if one were concerned with the maximum

development of human potential.

Normatively based. A second trOublesome characteristic of

the conventional higher education instructional systems is that

it is "normatively" based rather than criterion based. lecause

of an inability to define educational objectives in unambiguous

and operational terms, colleges and universities must rely on

normatively based standards. Although we are able to compare

students against each other, we are unable to define their

progress in terms of any explicitly defined standard or criterion.

The fact that a student with a low predicted grade point average

in one college can graduate with honors from another, or the

fact that the quality of the freshman class in a university- may

increase dramatically over a decade while the percentage of D's

and F's remains constant are both byproducts of a normatively

based instructional system. Individualization of instruction,

that is, strict accountability for the educational progress

of a student, becomes particularly difficult in a system which
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is based on standards of group performance rather than on explicit

personal performance criteria. To educate culturally, economically,

intellectually or socially different students presents a partic-

ularly difficult problem in. the "normative" system because by its

very nature it tends to reject the non-normative or."different"

student.

Symbolism-of process. Related to the absence of explicitly

defined performance_ criteria, a third characteristic of higher

education instruCtionalsystemS relates to their emphasis on

the symbolism of the instructional-process rather than on the

substance or the product of instruction. The reliance, for

example, on credits, class attendance, the emphasis on a "four

year" college experience, and other symbols of a college

education results.' The essence of individualization of instruc-

tion suggests variety in the means used to achieve specific

instructional ends. The process of instruction should vary in

accord with the needs of the individual learner. In a system

in which there is a heavy emphasis on the symbolism or the

ritual of instruction rather than on the substance or the

product, variation in the means or process of instruction

becomes difficult.

Manpower screen. A fourth characteristic of higher

education instructional systems is that they have traditionally

served as manpower screens rather than as systems for manpower

development. Perhaps such a characteristic was functional in
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an earlier day in- -which only a_small proportion of the total

population could be accommodated in occupations requiring a

high level of intellectual development. Suddenly, the society

has changed rather radically-in this regard, however. There is

less room in the occupational structure for semi-skilled and

unskilled individuals, and a seemingly insatiable demand for

individuals with highly developed skills and intellectual

capacity. The essence of individualization of instruction is

the full development of the talent and capacity-of each indi-

vidual, rather than the systematic screening of- the intellectual

crop. While the earlier discussed-"normative" characteristic

of the system is essential to-the "screening" function, it is

a senseless and dysfunctional quality in an instructional

system designed Primarily to develop human-talent rather than

screen it.

Evaluation Conscious. It is wall-established that accurate,

timely and'continuous feedback to the student as to his progress

is an important condition for efficient and_productive learning.5

'Higher education instructional systems are in many respects

poorly constructed to provide effective learner feedback and

that feedback made available to the student tends to be

"evaluation oriented" rather than improvement oriented. A great

5
See, for example, B. F. Skinner, The Technology of Teaching

(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968).
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portion of feedbackreceiv:d by the student is in the fort ot

an evaluation of a paper, or his semester grade in a course,

or other forms of appraisal which, while seneraily informative

as to his standing, do not qualify as effective learner feedback.

As section sizes grow larger, as a television. set is interposed

between the instructor and the learner, or as graduate assis-

tant assumes an interface position, the amount of helpful feedback

receive( by the learner- may be markedly reduced. Feedback to

the student and student evaluation need not be viewed as synonymous.

For example, the instructional system should allow,students to

test themselves frequently without reference t9 evaluation or

grading, the aim being to allow students to know precisely where

they are weak and to confirm their strengths. Too frequently

the systeM is faithful to its functions of "screening" manpower

through evaluation rather than developing it through feedback.
4

Student Adaptation. In sport, the instructional System is

designed in such a way as to assume that the major forms of

adaptation to the individual will be made by the individual,

rather than by the system. 6
Whether in the case of differences

in rate of learning, differences in style or mode of learning,

the definition uf criterion or performance standards for achieve-

6
For a discussicn of the ways in which conventional instruct-

ional systems adapt to individual differences see rte chapter by
Lee J. Cronbach "How Can Instruction be Adapted to Individual Dif-
ferences?" in Learning and Individual Differences by Robert Gagne'
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc. 1967), pp. 23-29.
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ment, or in the acquisition of adequate feedback, it is assumed

that the student will adapt to the demands of the system. Indeed,

adaptation of the system to the needs of individual learners

might be judged as either unethical or unfair in many instances

by thoSe who value highly the manpower screening function of

colleges and universities. To remove an "F" grade in French

from a,student's record even though on repeating the course he

demonstrated "B" performance would be viewed by_many if not

most as both dishonest and unfair "to the student who made a "B"

the first time."

What seem to be reasonable directions for research and

experimentation in higher education instruction? Perhaps -the

most critical requirement for future innovation and experimentation

in higher education instruction is an openness to change in the

conventional instructional system characteristics. To seek

substantial improvement within the conventional framework of the

time restricted system, with continued emphasis on higher education

as a manpower screen with adherence to the conventional normative

grading system, continued reliance on the symbols of instruction

rather than the substance of learning, is unrealistic. None

should be unduly surprised if the results of experimentation within

this rigid framework turl out to be equally conventional.

Those concerned with fundamental change in higher educational

instruction should begin with an examination of the characteristics

of an optImum instructional system with special attention to
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maximizing the relationship between the characteristics of the

system and the generally accepted principles of human learning.

Required-is the development of a range of alternative instructional

systems in which the general characteristics or specifications of

the system can be made explicit, in which the performance of various

aspects of the instructional system can be evaluated, and as appro-

priate, modified. One such set of specifications might read as

follows:

1. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SHALL BE INDEPENDENT OF
TIME RESTRICTIONS IN THE SENSE THAT INDIVIDUALS
SHALL BE ABLE TO PROGRESS AT THEIR OWN RATES,
SHALL BE ABLE TO BEGIN THE LEARNING SEQUENCE WHEN
IT SEEMS EDUCATIONALLY DESIRABLE, AND SHALL BE
ABLE TO CONTINUE THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS UNTIL
MASTERY HAS BEEN ACHIEVED.

2. THE OBJECTIVES OF INSTRUCTION SHALL BE RELEVANT TO
THE IMMEDIATE AND LONG TERM NEEDS OF THE LEARNER,
AND THE LEARNER SHALL BE COGNIZANT OF THIS RELEVANCE.

3. EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES SHALL BE STATED IN UNAMBIGUOUS
TERMS WHICH MAKE CLEAR THE INTELLECTUAL COMPETENCIES
TO BE DEVELOPED BY THE LEARNER. -

4. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SHALL MAXIMIZE STUDENT
ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT IN THE LEARNING PROCESS.

5. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE ACCURATE,
TIMELY AND INFORMATIVE FEEDBACK TO THE LEARNER
REGARDING HIS PROGRESS TOWARD LEARNING COALS.

6. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SHALL BE DESIGNED TO
MAXIMIZE THE PRINCIPLES OF POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
AND ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE THOSE ASPECTS KNOWN OR
SUSPECTED TO BE AVERSIVE TO THE LEARNER.

7. THE INSTRUCTIONAL. SYSTEM SHALL INSURE APPROPRIATE
SEQUENCING OF LEARNING EXPERIENCES, SHALL BE CAPABLE
OF DIAGNOSIS OF LEARNER DEFICIENCIES AND ADJUST THE
INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE APPROPRIATELY.
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8. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SHALL SOLICIT RELIABLE AND
TIMELY INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUAL STUDENT LEARNING
PROGRESS AND SHALL MAKE ADAPTATIONS APPROPRIATE TO
THE INDIVIDUAL LEARNER.

9. IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND PROCESSES,
THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SHALL TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE
TOTAL ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH THE STUDENT LEARNS.

10. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SHALL HAVE A RECOGNIZABLE
"STYLE", A COGNITIVE STRUCTURE SUFFICIENTLY OBVIOUS
TO PROVIDE A BASIS FOR STUDENT CHOICE aCDNG INSTI-
TUTIONS, TO PROVIDE MEANING OR RELEVANCE TO LEARNING,
AND TO ENCOURAGE CONTINUOUS COMMITMENT TO LEARNING
THROUGHOUT LIFE:

Within the framework of this set of specifications, a wide

range of instructional alternatives is available. Instructional

systems from the beginning of time have contained these qualities

in differing amounts. Moreover, the ability of any particular

instructional system to satisfy the demands of each of the

specifications Will be limited and, of course, relative. Dif-

ferent instructional alternatives will maximize certain qualities

but yet be clearly deficient in other respects.

Through more liberal use of the "I" or incomplete grade,

more liberal use of credit by examination, greater involvement

of students in shaping the curriculum, recasting of instructional

objectives in operational behavioral terms, specific efforts ,o*

get the learner actively involved in learning, to provide more

accurate and timely feedback, and to remove some of the more

obvious aversive characteristics of learning, -- in shore,

modifications designed to make instruction more adaptive to the

needs of the learner rather than to continue to demand that the
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learner adapt to the system--efforts along these lines could

result in some significant improvement of instruction within

the conventional college or university system.

But it also should become increasingly apparent that

colleges and universities utilize only a fraction of the avail-

able alternatives in the development of instructional systems.

Higher education is bound by the ritual or process of instruction

rather than to itssubstance or end product. Computer assisted

instruction and other technological options, for example, enable

educators to attack the problems of variation in learning rate,

active involvement of the learner, timely and positive reinforcement,

more precise sequencing, and adaptation of the system to the

individual learner in ways which were either impossible, impractical,

or economically not feasible a decade ago. Higher education should

begin to move such systems from the design laboratory to the front

lines of educational practice and utilization.

The failure of previous college and university instructional

systems to make steady and significant gains in effectiveness, 7

however, is not that they failed to utilize technology nor that

they failed to try new approaches to teaching. The failure has

come about because these efforts have had no particular relationship

to principles of human learning. Application of television, for

7
For a careful review of the current state of the art see W. J.

McKeachie, "Research on Teaching at the College Level," Handbook of
Research on Teaching, &lited by N. L. Gage, (Chicago: Rand McNally
and Company, 1962).
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example, was usually done for economic rather than for educational

reasons. Still another illustration, small classes failed to

maximize their potential to create an optimum environment for

learning, and were therefore found by comparison to be no more

effective than large classes. Again, colleges moved to large

group instruction for economic reasons as well as faculty con-

venience. It must be reported that comparatively little has been

done to design and test experimental instructional programs to

insure the educational success of all college students. Typically,

neither the design nor the 'aim of the research has been in this

direction.

The future direction of instructional innovation and

experimentation in colleges and universities must be toward the

development and evaluation of alternative instructional systems

designed to educate the full-range of the college population.

The mechanisms for variation in rate, reinforcement, sequencing,

and so forth must become explicit and the impact of each of these

elements on student learning needs to be measured, modified and

evaluated. Modification of the system itself on the basis of the

best in current learning theory may make a contribution to

bringing about a resolution of the so-called crisis now confronting

higher education instruction and at the same time avoid coming

face-to face at the close of the next decade with the hard but

nonetheless accurate conclusion that "we are able to state

decisively that no particular method of college instruction is

measurably to be preferred....
,8

8
Robert Dubin and Thomas C. Traveggia. 22.. cit.


